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WGS 104 /PHIL 104 UMass Dartmouth  

Identities: Gender, Race, Sexuality 

Instructor Contact Information 

Instructor: Elisabeth Arruda 
Office Hours: TBD 
Email: earruda1@umassd.edu 
Phone: (415) 748-5734 
Mode: Fully Online 

Course Description 

 
A cross-disciplinary course in Women’s and Gender Studies and Social Philosophy which examines the 
concepts and intersections of Gender, Race, and Sexuality.  
 
The course examines whether these identities exist as “natural facts” or are socially constructed, while also 
questioning how we are to understand individuals who do not fit – or refuse to fit – into these categories.  
 
Using a combination of written texts, and analyses of the actual experiences of people’s lives, we shall come to 
see how our identities, the way these identities are perceived by others, as well as cultural representations of 
our identities affect our reality and construct our behaviors.  
 
The study of gender can provide a context within which the normally abstract concepts of philosophy such as 
identity, reality, and knowledge can be analyzed. The study of philosophy can provide the methods and 
framework for an analysis of gender, race, and sexuality. Combined with the lens of feminist analysis, the 
course examines the intersections of gender with race and sexuality, and how this intersectionality affects 
identities.  
Prerequisite: None; Credits: 3 

Instructor Communication Policy 

• I will be sending class announcements using myCourses and/or via email. Students are responsible for all 
official correspondence sent to their standard UMD e-mail address (@umassd.edu).  

mailto:earruda1@umassd.edu
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• Q+ A Discussion Board on myCourses: Are you struggling with getting started with an assignment or with 

the assignment directions? Others might have the same question. Share it on the discussion board. 

Students are encouraged to answer each other's questions. The instructor will be moderating this forum 

and answering questions that have not yet been answered by other students within a week of an original 

posting. If your question is of a personal or specific nature to 

be addressed only to the instructor, then please email me 

instead. 

• Office Hours: Feel free to drop in during office hours with 
your questions or concerns. In addition to my office hours, 
I’m happy to meet via Zoom by appointment. Please email me 
with your request. 
 
Photo credit: "Smidgen sleeping on the monitor" (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) by Nathan Arn 

Email Policy:  

• Please check the course outline and myCourses before emailing me. 

• Emails should always include a subject, a greeting, and a signature.  

• When emailing me, include course info. in the subject line. Ex: “WGS 104.”  

• Please use email for short questions only. (Use office hours for in-depth conversations). 

• I will typically respond within 48 hours. I usually do not respond on weekends and evenings. 

• If you email about an assignment less than 24 hours before it is due, do not expect a response.  

• Please don’t use email for lengthy concerns. Please attend my office hours or make arrangements for a 
video meeting instead. 

University Studies 

This course fulfills a University Studies requirement under the cluster, The Social World: Humanity and Society, 
requirement B. The Nature of US Society (3 credits) 
 
After completing this course, students will be able to: 
1. Explain: a) the development of US culture and sub-culture from different perspectives; b) US social and 
cultural domains in relationship to other regions of the world; or c) the different facets of citizenship in the 
United States. 
2. Locate, analyze, summarize, paraphrase and synthesize material from a variety of sources. 
3. Evaluate arguments made in support of different perspectives on US society. 

Course Pedagogy 

The course pedagogy is based upon “active learning” and “learner-centered” theories.  What does this mean 
for the course? It means that the structure of the course is centered on the process of learning and critical 
thinking, not on a distribution and memorization of facts.  
Student Responsibility:  

• Claim your education, not become a passive recipient of it.  

• Come to class ready to discuss readings and ideas. 

• Participate: you’ll get as much out of it as you put into it. 
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• Teach and learn from each other. 

Textbooks and Materials Needed 

1. No textbook required. All required online readings and films will be available online. Please log in to 
myCourses and click on our course website to find the required readings. 

2. You may wish to get a three-ring binder to help organize the readings if you print them out.  
3. Reliable access to a computer and to the internet. 
4. A computer microphone and camera for Zoom. (Alternatively, use your phone for Zoom office 

hours).  

myCourses 

This course is conducted via “myCourses.” Written assignments will be submitted using the platform and 
quizzes will be completed online as well. There will be online discussion posting assignments, and assignment 
sheets, some readings and videos, and course resources will be available on the site. To access, go to the 
university home page (www.umassd.edu) and log into “myUmassD.” You can get help with myCourses, 24/7, 
through the technical assistance center: http://umd.echelp.org/  

Group Work 

In this class, you may be asked to work in groups on class assignments.  Why group work? 
  
“Students learn best when they are actively involved in the process. Researchers report that, regardless of the 
subject matter, students working in small groups tend to learn more of what is taught and retain it longer than 
when the same content is presented in other instructional formats.” -Davis, Barbara Gross. Tools for Teaching. 
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1993. 

Student Expectations 

• In online discussions being respectful toward other students and their opinions  

• Students should read and take notes on all required reading material.  

• Students are expected to participate in online discussions. 

• Proper netiquette online. 

• For Zoom office hour sessions, please have your camera on whenever possible,  

Course Objectives 

 
Upon successful completion of the course, the student will be able to: 

1.  Explain ideologies of gender, race and sexuality using analyses from Women’s and Gender Studies and 
Social Philosophy.   

2. Identify and evaluate the social construction of gender and the ways gender intersects with other 
forms of identity.  

http://www.umassd.edu/
http://umd.echelp.org/
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3. Analyze and apply the presentation of arguments, written and oral.   
4. Apply interdisciplinary frameworks. 

Assignments and Grading Scale 

Essay #1 Gender                     100 points 
Essay #2 Film Analysis              100 points 
Case Studies Exam  100 points 
Readings Summary                 100 points 
Quizzes                                     300 points 
Discussion Boards               300 points                                        
____________________________________________________ 
TOTAL    1,000 points 
 
Extra credit: 25 points. See myCourses for details on all the assignments.  

Grading Scale 

Grade: A+ A A- B+ B B- C+ C C- D+ D D- F 
Points: 1000- 970- 920- 890- 860- 820- 790- 760- 720- 690- 660- 620- 590 
 
Grades are based on a point system. You can earn up to 1,000 points in the class. The best way to see your 
grade at any point in the semester is by logging into myCourses and clicking on myGrades. You should be able 
to see every assignment you have submitted, the grading rubric and any grading comments I’ve made in 
myCourses. I’m happy to answer questions about grades during my office hours. 

Course Policies 

Policy for extensions: Short-term extensions are granted, but communication with the instructor is necessary, 
in advance. We will discuss the new due date for your assignment.   

Policy for late work: You have 48 hours to turn in an assignment late in the course. The assignment will be 
penalized 10% for lateness. Assignments will not be accepted after the 48-hour late window. Late assignments 
have the lowest priority in grading. You may have to wait until I have graded all other assignments first. 

Policy for re-writes: You may re-write one failed written assignment in the 
course. It must have been an assignment that was turned in on time, and 
you must make arrangements to meet with me first to discuss the revisions. 

Policy for missed exams and quizzes: Quizzes on myCourses remain open 
for 48 hours after the deadline for students to take late. If there are special 
circumstances that forced you to miss an exam (car accident, serious 
illness, etc.), please contact me as soon as possible to arrange a time for a 
make-up exam.   
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Photo credit: “..oops?”  (CC) by jasmeet, on Flickr 

Attendance Policy:  Regular online attendance is expected. 

Extra Credit Policy: Students may turn in one extra credit assignment in the course. Please review the 
assignment details on myCourses and the deadline in the syllabus.  

“Life Happens” Emergency Policy: I want to work with you to help you succeed in the course. Students who 
experience severe roadblocks to completing their work during the semester (car accident, extended illness, 
emergency emotional/mental issues) should contact me as soon as they are able in order for us to create a 
course plan so that you can complete the semester. Depending on the situation, the above policies (late 
policy, etc.) may be suspended to accommodate the extraordinary circumstances. 

Grading Response Time 

Short assignments are typically graded within 1 week or less of the due date. Longer assignments, such as 
essays, etc. are returned within 2 weeks or so of the due date. 

Photo of a dog reading, "[ringo hangs out]" (CC BY-NC 2.0) by Chrisacos 

Incompletes 

 Incompletes are granted to students for the only 
compelling and exceptional non-academic reasons 
following the university policy on incompletes as 
stated in the Undergraduate Catalogue. Here is the 
policy: 

“Work Incomplete may be given only in exceptional circumstances at the instructor's discretion and at the 
student's request made no more than 48 hours after the final examination or last class. The student must be 
passing at the time of the request or must be sufficiently close to passing for the instructor to believe that 
upon completion of the work the student will pass the course. If the work is not completed within a year of 
recording of the I, the grade will become an F(I). "I" grades cannot be changed to W."  
The incomplete policy for this course is that at least 70% of the course must be already completed and an 
exceptional circumstance (e.g., a medical issue) must exist. If you believe that you need an incomplete, please 
e-mail stating your reasons for requesting an incomplete the times when you will be available to communicate 
with me to discuss it. You are responsible for filling out and submitting the incomplete forms. You also must 
initiate the process by downloading the "request for incomplete form" from the registrar's site: 
http://www.umassd.edu/registrar/forms/ 

Student Support 

http://www.umassd.edu/registrar/forms/
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ACADEMIC RESOURCE CENTER If you are having trouble with this 
course, please contact the Academic Resource Center (ARC) for 
support. The ARC is located in the Liberal Arts Building, Room 7 and 
the phone number is 508.999.8709. The website is 
http://www.umassd.edu/arc/arcinformation/. There are additional 
library and research resources to help you in this course, to be 
announced and posted at the course site. 

Photo credit: "HELP" (CC BY 2.0) by marc falardeau 

TECHNICAL HELP If you are in need of technical assistance with myCourses or the wiki, the IT Service Desk is 
available to students for in person help. This is located in the Claire T. Carney Library, lower level: 508-999-
8884. You can also get help with myCourses, 24/7, through the technical assistance center: 
http://umd.echelp.org/ 

Accommodations 

Center for Access and Success - Accommodations: Students with disabilities seeking academic 
accommodations should request them from the Center for Access & Success. This is the campus office 
responsible for verifying disability-related needs for academic accommodations, assessing that need, and for 
planning accommodations in cooperation with students and instructors as needed and consistent with course 
requirements.  Center for Access & Success Office Phone: 508.999.8711 Fax:  508.910.6691 Location: Pine Dale 
Hall, Room 7136 E-mail access_success@umassd.edu 

Federally Mandated Course Credit Hour Requirement 

 
The course work and associated out-of-class work in this course meets the federally mandated course credit 
hour requirement. Credit Hour Definition: “A credit hour is an amount of work represented in intended 
learning outcomes and verified by evidence of student achievement that is an institutionally established 
equivalency that reasonably approximates not less than: (1) One hour of classroom or direct faculty 
instruction and a minimum of two hours of out-of-class student work each week for approximately fifteen 
weeks [includes exam week] for one semester or the equivalent amount of work over a different amount of 
time.”   

Mandatory Reporter Information 

Mandatory Reporter: UMass Dartmouth, following national guidance from the Office of Civil Rights, requires 
that faculty follow UMass Dartmouth policy as a “mandated reporter” of any disclosure of sexual harassment, 
abuse, and/or violence shared with the faculty member in person and/or via email.  These disclosures include 
but are not limited to reports of sexual assault, relational abuse, relational/domestic violence, and stalking. 
While faculty are often able to help students locate appropriate channels of assistance on campus, disclosure 
by the student to the faculty member requires that the faculty member inform the University’s Title IX 
Coordinator in the Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion at 508-999-8008 to help ensure that the student’s 

http://www.umassd.edu/arc/arcinformation/
http://umd.echelp.org/
mailto:access_success@umassd.edu
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safety and welfare is being addressed, even if the student requests that the disclosure not be shared. For 
confidential counseling support and assistance, please go to http://www.umassd.edu/sexualviolence/ 

Triggers 

Triggers: The purpose of a university is to disseminate information, as well as to 
explore a universe of ideas, to encourage diverse perspectives and robust 
expression, and to foster the development of critical and analytical thinking skills. 
In many classes, including this one, students and faculty examine and analyze 
challenging and controversial topics.  If a topic covered in this class triggers post-
traumatic stress or other emotional distress, please discuss the matter with the 
professor or seek out confidential resources available from the Counseling Center, 
http://www.umassd.edu/counselling/, 508-999-8648 or - 8650, or the Victim 
Advocate in the Center for Women, Gender and Sexuality, 
http://www.umassd.edu/sexualviolence/, 508-910-4584. In an emergency contact 
the Department of Public Safety at 508-999-9191 24 hrs./day.  Photo credit: "Street Art, 

Montpellier" (CC BY 2.0) by K_rho 

Academic Honesty and SafeAssign 

In college courses, we are continually engaged with other people's ideas: we read them in texts, hear them in 
lecture, discuss them in class, and incorporate them into our own writing. As a result, it is imperative that we 
give credit where it is due. The University has an Academic Integrity Policy that specifies our institutional 
expectations for honesty and integrity in the learning environment. The policy explains what counts as 
violations of academic integrity and the penalties associated with those violations.   
http://www.umassd.edu/studenthandbook/academicregs/ethicalstandards.cfm 

 “There are some actions that can almost unquestionably be labeled plagiarism. Some of these include buying, 
stealing, or borrowing a paper (including, of course, copying an entire paper or article from the Web); hiring 
someone to write your paper for you; and copying large sections of text from a source without quotation 
marks or proper citation. 

But then there are actions that are usually in more of a gray area. Some of these include using the words of a 
source too closely when paraphrasing (where quotation marks should have been used) or building on 
someone's ideas without citing their spoken or written work.” – OWL Purdue University, “Is it plagiarism yet?” 
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/589/02/ For a thorough explanation of plagiarism, see Purdue 
University’s useful website “Is it plagiarism yet?” https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/589/02/  

How Can Students Avoid Plagiarism? Avoid plagiarism by acknowledging the authors who came before you. In 
academic writing, show this respect through citations. Cite your sources in all your work including papers, 
presentations, etc. Many free software applications can help you with your citations. 

Plagiarism Software - SafeAssign 
As a condition of continued enrollment in this course, you agree to submit all assignments to the 
SafeAssign services for textual comparison or originality review for the detection of possible plagiarism. All 
submitted assignments will be included in the UMass Dartmouth dedicated databases of SafeAssign 

http://www.umassd.edu/sexualviolence/
http://www.umassd.edu/studenthandbook/academicregs/ethicalstandards.cfm
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/589/02/
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/589/02/
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assignments. These databases of assignments will be used solely to detect possible plagiarism during the 
grading process and this term and in the future. 

For additional important university policies, please see the omnibus statement. 

Gender, Race, Sexuality – Schedule  

Typical Week Schedule – Please check current syllabus for exact due dates 

 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

 
Log in and 
work on the 
readings and 
modules 
 

 
Take notes 
on readings 

 
Mid-week 
assignments 
Due  

 
 
Start the 
next unit 

 
Take notes 
on readings 
and modules 

 
Work on 
your 
assignments 
and submit 
early. 

  
Submit any 
end of week 
quizzes and 
assignments 
by 11:59PM  
 
Reply to your 
peers’ posts. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.umassd.edu/provost/resourcesforfaculty/syllabus-language/
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